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 TimeLeft Deluxe is a must have time management application for Windows and Apple users. It shows you the history of your
tasks as well as your schedule. It allows you to customize the tracking and view individual days or weeks of the month. You can
use TimeLeft Deluxe to track your time and finances and set your priorities. TimeLeft Deluxe is the first version of our time
management and prioritization application that is 100% free.TimeLeft Deluxe is the perfect time management and schedule

system for students, managers, small business owners and freelancers. TimeLeft Deluxe is a powerful time tracking and
management app that can help you organize your time, manage your projects, plan your schedule, keep track of your hours and
see how much time you have spent on what. TimeLeft Deluxe’s aim is to help you be more productive and improve your overall

productivity. On top of that, TimeLeft Deluxe is also a financial and budget management tool that allows you to track your
income and expenses, see your balance, as well as keep track of your credit card transactions and automate your saving and
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checking processes. TimeLeft Deluxe also offers powerful tools for individuals and business owners that helps them to improve
their lives and businesses. Key features of TimeLeft Deluxe: + Import and Export of data for any kind of user. + Database with

unlimited number of projects. + Email reminder system for overdue tasks. + Fast search. + Powerful Graph and Statistics. +
PDF printouts of your activities. + Use the TimeClock for tracking your time. + On the Map view, you can check out all your

tasks in a map. + Drag and drop projects. + Emailing tasks to a friend. + Delete project from the database if you want. +
Customization options to make your interface look as you want. + Works with Google and Yahoo Calendar. + Set your own start
and end times. + Task categories. + Active tasks in a view. + Action and active tasks view. + Automatically adjust the time and

priority of tasks to fit your schedule. + Mark tasks as overdue or completed. + Export your projects and activities. + 100%
FREE. + An alarm system to remind you when your tasks need attention. + Flexible drag and drop tasks. + Help and Support
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